Quasi-monochromatic x-rays for diagnostic radiology.
Monochromatic x-ray beams are desirable in various fields of diagnostic radiology; in fact a reduction of the dose and an enhancement of the contrast could be achieved. In this work two different methods to monochromatize x-ray beams produced by conventional tubes have been compared. In the first one the beam is obtained via Bragg diffraction on mosaic crystal and in the second one by attenuating the polychromatic beam with aluminium filters. We have simulated quasi-monochromatic x-ray spectra by setting suitable values of Bragg's angle to obtain beams tuned to 20, 30, 40 and 50 keV with the SHADOW code, an x-ray tracing program designed to study the propagation and the interaction of a photon beam through an optical system. We have validated such a program by comparing some calculated data with measurements carried out on an experimental apparatus. Attenuated polychromatic x-ray spectra have been simulated by setting appropriate values of aluminium filters and potential with the SPECTRUM PROCESSOR, the software version of the Catalogue of Spectral Data for Diagnostic X-Rays, which provides radiographic x-ray spectra that can be attenuated with several material filters. The relation between the energy resolution and the flux as a function of the mean energy has been investigated and results have been compared. Results show that quasi-monochromatic x-ray beams produced via Bragg diffraction exhibit, for a given mean energy and energy resolution, a higher total flux compared to attenuated spectra.